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Abstract:
Footwear terminology demonstrates interesting cross-linguistic differences and is, consequently,
also a problematic area for non-native speakers. In order to arrive at a more accurate picture
of a subset of footwear terminology in present-day Polish, 82 native speakers were asked to
name a range of six contemporary women’s boot styles. No style showed a complete agreement
in the preferred head noun, although a clear trend was evident for each one, with kozaki being
the most commonly used overall. The possibly uniquely Polish use of a military metaphor for
tall riding-style boots (oficerki) and the special subcultural case of Dr. Martens-style boots are
discussed in particular. The choice of modifiers within noun phrases for boots is also examined.
Some contrastive data are presented from speakers of Greek and Russian.
Keywords: Polish; onomasiology; terminology; footwear; boots; dictionaries; learner language;
elicitation experiments; subcultures.
1. Introduction
In a previous paper, as part of a larger project on apparel-based non-verbal
communication, a colleague and I employed computer-assisted content analysis
to begin to examine differences in the perception of shoe styles between
German, Polish and Russian students (Wilson & Moudraia 2006). The data
we used for that study consisted of a set of open-ended compositions written
in English by students in each of the three countries (Germany, Poland and
Russia), in other words, a corpus of L2 learner discourse. In analysing these
data, it became clear that words for footwear styles were a somewhat
problematic area, even for advanced learners of English. For example, some
terms used by the students – such as glans – were clearly direct borrowings
1* Author’s address: Linguistics Department, Lancaster University, Lancaster LA 1 4 VT UK;
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from the L1 and suggested confusion about which (if any) English term
should be used of a particular style. Similarly, more acceptable but nevertheless
outmoded English terms were sometimes employed: for instance, the Russian
students repeatedly used the term top boots to refer to their knee-high boots,
although this term is now considered antiquated in native-speaker English.
It is not difficult to see why language learners should have such a prob-
lem with footwear vocabulary. If we look in a typical bilingual dictionary,
we can rapidly discover that footwear is often one of the less well treated
areas of the vocabulary. For example, if we look for the English word boot
in two pocket-sized English-Polish dictionaries, we find the following:
(1) Langenscheidt Pocket Polish Dictionary (Grzebieniowski n.d.)
boot [but] s but
(2) Longman podre˛czny sđownik (Fisiak et al. 1999)
boot /bu:t/ n [C] 1 trzewik, but z cholewa˛: hiking boots 2 kozaczek
So, two different bilingual dictionaries, two different sets of translations.
Things become even more complicated when we then look for words to
translate the related term shoe:
(3) Langenscheidt Pocket Polish Dictionary
shoe [«u] s but, trzewik; podkowa; okucie
(4) Longman podre˛czny sđownik
shoe1 /:u:/ n [C] 1 but: a pair of shoes D tennis shoes
In this case, one translation (but) is suggested by both dictionaries, but the
Langenscheidt English-Polish dictionary also makes three additional sugges-
tions.
Putting these two sets of definitions together, the situation can be sum-
marized as follows:
x The Langenscheidt English-Polish dictionary makes no clear distinction in
its Polish translations of English boot and English shoe, giving but as the
only translation for boot and also as the first translation for shoe. It does
offer further options for shoe, although without explanations as to what (if
any) the differences are between them.
x The Longman dictionary distinguishes two numbered senses of boot. Con-
fusingly, for the first sense, it uses a word which the Langenscheidt
dictionary gives only as a translation for shoe (viz. trzewik), and it omits
this from its own list of translations for shoe. It also, for the first sense,
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gives the Langenscheidt dictionary’s boot word, but with a prepositional
phrase modifier – but z cholewa˛. For the second sense, it introduces a further
word for boot – kozaczek – which is completely absent from the Langen-
scheidt volume. Again, no explanation is given as to which of the various
terms is appropriate in which context.
Clearly, this situation is unhelpful for a learner: no explanations are given
for the different terms and there is substantial disagreement between two
reference works from reputable dictionary publishers. There may be several
reasons why these two dictionaries differ, including diachronic change in both
objects (cf. Zgusta 1990) and words, since they were published some forty
or so years apart; however, the diachronic development of this semantic field
is not the primary focus of the present paper.
Let us glance finally at a larger, more recent dictionary – the PWN-Oxford
Wielki sđownik angielsko-polski (PWN-Oxford 2004) – where we are offered
a larger selection of possibile translations:
(5) boot1 /but/ n 1. (footwear) but m; (high) bot m, botek m, kozak m,
kozaczek m; (laced) trzewik m ra; a pair of E˛s para buto´w; calf-lengthE˛
but or botek do po´đ đydki; thigh E˛ botek za kolano; climbing/rugby E˛s
buty do wspinaczki/do gry w rugby
Here, a few additional head nouns are included (kozak, bot, botek), as well
as specialized terms for calf-length boots, thigh boots, climbing boots and
rugby boots, and some explanation is also provided to distinguish between
boot as a generic footwear term (but), laced boots (trzewiki), and high boots
(botki, kozaki, kozaczki). But we may still, for instance, reasonably ask the
question: can all ‘high boots’ be called botki, kozaki or kozacki interchangeably
– i.e., are these terms true synonyms, or do native speakers use them in
different proportions for different kinds of boots?
What I want to do here is to approach the issue from a synchronic
onomasiological – rather than semasiological – viewpoint (cf. Quadri 1952;
Baldinger 1964; Hüllen 1990; Geeraerts 2002) and to identify those words
that present-day native speakers of Polish use to refer to a range of current
women’s boot styles. On the basis of these primary data, I then want to
attempt to infer the criteria for the choice of one term over another. In this
way, it will be possible to lay the foundations for a more reliable entry for
boot in a bilingual English-Polish dictionary.1
1 It seems that onomasiological studies of footwear terms are rather rare. The rather comp-
rehensive bibliography of Onomasiology Online cites only two works that have focussed on shoes
(Grzega 2004).
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Drawing on data from a large number of informants, and also some
contrastive data from speakers of Russian and Greek, this paper takes a quan-
titative rather than a merely qualitative approach to the problem. Geeraerts
(2002) and Grondelaers and Geeraerts (2003) draw attention to the cont-
ributions that a quantitative onomasiology can make in shifting the focus of
research to the structuring of conceptual as well as lexical cognition.
Their own work has focussed primarily on the quantitative analysis of
data from text corpora; here, the quantitative approach is extended to
elicited informant data.
2. Materials and Method
This was an elicitation experiment with (mostly young) native speakers. The
informants were 82 native speakers of Polish with a mean age of 21.66 years
(SD= 8.61). Fifty informants were female and 32 were male. Some of the
participants were students on a joint MA course run by Lancaster University,
UK, and Đo´dz´ University, Poland. The majority, however, were acquaintances
and students of members of that course.2
As part of a somewhat larger questionnaire, the informants saw photographs
of six different modern women’s boot styles and were asked to write down
what they would call each style. They were asked to imagine that they were
asking a relative to get that pair from their shoe closet by completing a Polish
translation of the sentence ‘‘Please get me my ...’’.
The styles presented were as follows:
1) an ankle boot with a squared toe and a block heel of approx. 4 cm
in height. The boots have a wide elastic insert extending down the outside
of the shaft (like a Chelsea boot) and a zipper fastening along the inner side.
2) a pair of knee-high pull-on boots in a leather-like stretch material with
a high chisel heel (approx. 6 cm).
3) a pair of classic Dr. Martens boots, ankle high, with eight rows of
eyelets.
4) a pair of ‘‘chunky’’ knee-length boots with a squared toe and a block
heel of approx. 4–5 cm in height. The boots have a broad strap and buckle
decoration at the ankle and a zippered fastening along the inner side of the
shaft.
5) a pair of ankle-length boots whose tops fall just on the ankle bone.
These boots are lower on the ankle than styles (1) and (3). The boots have
a long narrow toe and a stiletto heel of approx. 5 cm in height.
2 I am very grateful to Aneta Smolin´ska, Sylwia Winiarek, Iwona Wis´niewska, and Natalia
Zimnowodzka for their help in the collection of these data.
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6) a pair of riding-style fashion boots. These boots are knee-length with
a very low, wide heel and a rounded, very slightly pointed toe. There is
a zipper along the inner side of the shaft and a narrow (ca. 1 cm) strap
decoration around the ankle. The pair in the photograph are highly polished.
From the results of this naming experiment, I first tabulated the frequencies
of the head nouns used for each style and then examined any modifying
phrases that were used in relation to them.
3. Results
3.1. Head Nouns
Tables 1 to 6 give the frequency of the terms chosen by the respondents
for each boot style. Blank responses are not included in these tables. Where
a second figure is given in brackets, this means that one or more respondents
gave two names to the same style, which were not hyphenated as com-
pounds.
Table 1. Elastic-sided ankle boots
kozaki 46
kozaczki 12
botki 12
buty 4
trzewiki 3
po´đkozaki 3
po´đbuty 1
Table 2. Knee-length stretch boots
kozaki 72
kozaczki 6
buty 3
botki 1
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Table 3. Dr. Martens boots
trapery 38
martensy 17
glany 13
trzewiki 3
glany-trapery 2
glany-martensy 2
trapery-martensy 1
traperki 1
marteny 1
po´đbuty 1
bađagony 1
przeszđos´ciowe 1
Table 4. Chunky knee-length boots
kozaki 69
wysokie obcasy 4
kozaczki 3
buty 3
oficerki 1 (1)
mazurki 1
Table 5. Stiletto-heeled ankle boots
kozaki 25
szpilki 18
botki 15
kozaczki 9
po´đbuty 4
po´đkozaki 3 (1)
trzewiki 3
buty 2
sindbady 1
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Table 6. Riding-style boots
kozaki 32 (1)
oficerki 30
buty 14
kozaczki 3
junaki 1
lateks 1
It will be seen from these tables that kozaki – a term not mentioned by
either of the pocket dictionaries as a translation for boot – is the preferred
head noun used to describe almost all kinds of boots, regardless of leg height
or other characteristics.3 The only exception to this trend was the Dr. Martens
boot, for which other terms were used and for which kozaki was not used
at all. I shall return to the Dr. Martens boot later.
The word kozaczki, which is one of the suggested terms in the Longman
dictionary, seems, in reality, to be used very rarely. Only a small minority
of the informants used it, although, as with kozaki, it was used of all
boot styles except for the Dr. Martens boot. However, it was used significantly
more often for ankle-length boots (21/164) than for knee-length boots
(12/246). As measured by Fisher’s exact test, the odds ratio is 2.86, two-tailed
p= 0.005, 95% ci 1.30–6.57. Stanisđawski’s (1982b) larger Polish dictionary
translates kozaczki as ‘‘fur topped half length boots’’, which is clearly too
narrow a definition in view of its use for the styles presented in this
experiment.
Botki (another word not mentioned in either of the two pocket dictionaries)
was the most common alternative to kozaki for ankle-length boots, again
excluding the Dr. Martens boots, for which it was not used at all. It was
used with the same frequency as kozaczki for the elastic-sided boot and was
preferred to kozaczki by a ratio of almost 2:1 in relation to the stiletto ankle
boot. It was used only once in relation to a knee-length boot.
Trzewiki (which is mentioned by the Longman dictionary as a translation
for boot and by the Langenscheidt dictionary as a translation for shoe) is even
rarer than kozaczki. Out of the 246 responses on the three ankle-length styles, it
was used a total of just nine times. It was used in relation to all three styles of
ankle-length boots (including the Dr. Martens boots), but not for any of the
knee-length styles.
3 Plural forms will be used throughout, as these were the forms most commonly used by the
respondents.
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Of the knee-length boots, the riding-style boot provided the most com-
petition for the term kozaki. Here, the term oficerki was used almost as
frequently as kozaki. (It was also used twice for the chunkier knee-length
boots, but not at all for the knee-length stretch boots.) Oficerki does not
occur in either of the pocket-sized bilingual dictionaries. It does appear in
Stanisđawski (1982b) with the translation ‘knee-boots’ but it does not appear
under the headword boot in the corresponding English-Polish volume (Stani-
sđawski 1982a). On the basis of these data, Stanisđawski’s definition appears
to be overly broad: oficerki seems to be used almost exclusively for flat
heeled, riding-style boots, and very rarely indeed for a knee-length fashion
boot with a higher heel. The military term is interesting, as in many other
languages – including both English and German – this style would most
commonly be referred to as riding boots (Ger. Reitstiefel). There may be
two reasons for the military term in Polish. First, the association between
high boots and military officers may be more strongly engrained in the Polish
psyche – in other words, this may be a cultural difference in prototypical
associations. Some further contrastive work would be required to substantiate
this claim. This illustrates the continuing importance of Meringer’s (1909)
call for cultural studies – ‘‘from the trivial to the sublime’’ (Hüllen 1990:
141) – alongside linguistic studies. It also highlights the value of Fillmore’s
(1977) scene-and-frame semantics as an approach to word meaning, in that
it takes account of prototypical scenes of usage and not just the physical
attributes of an object. Indeed, it is possible to see Fillmore’s scene-based
approach to the meaning of Wörter as a development of Meringer’s cultural
investigations of Sachen. The other possible explanation for the popularity
of the term may be connected with word length and the principle of least
effort (Zipf 1949; Ferrer-i-Cancho & Sole 2003): oficerki is a single four-
syllable word, whereas the alternative terms for riding boots in Polish are
phrases of five syllables or more – for instance, buty z jakonny or buty dla
zakonnicy.
Apart from the riding-style boot, the stiletto ankle boot showed the smallest
frequency difference between the most and next most commonly chosen term.
However, after kozaki, the preferred term was not a basic ‘boot’ word
– although botki came a near third – but rather a reference to the heel shape
and height, szpilki. It is not clear on the basis of these data alone why this
should be the case. However, two possibilities suggest themselves. The first
possibility is that the boot in question infringed on a fuzzy boundary between
the respondents’ ‘boot’ category and ‘shoe’ category. Certainly, it is perceptibly
somewhat lower on the ankle than the other ankle-length boot, the elastic-sided
boot, and the style also demonstrated a high level of disagreement in the
Russian and Greek versions of this questionnaire (see Section 3.3 below).
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However, if uncertainty between ‘boot’ and ‘shoe’ were the root cause, we
would expect the prototypical terms for ‘shoe’ and ‘low shoe’ (buty and
po´đbuty) to occur more frequently as competitor terms in relation to this
boot. In practice, however, they were barely more frequent than for the
elastic-sided boot, which did not have a non-basic footwear term in the list
of head nouns. The other, perhaps more likely, possibility, therefore, is that
stiletto heels are more salient categorizing features than leg height. This
would appear, however, to be a language- or culture-specific response, since
the Russian and Greek respondents did not use any heel-related head nouns.
Further research may be required to replicate or explain this phenomenon.
The generic term buty, which is the only term for boot given by the
Langenscheidt dictionary, also occurred several times, but always with some
form of specifying modifier. Modifiers are discussed below in Section 3.4.
A few other, rarer, terms are worth noting very briefly. Po´đkozaki is
a compound of kozaki; it was used rather rarely and only in relation to
ankle-length boots. A similar compound is po´đbuty. This is normally used
for ordinary (low) shoes, but appeared in these responses a small number of
times in relation to ankle boots: it was used once each for the elastic-sided
boot and the Dr. Martens boot and four times in relation to the stiletto boot.
Mazurki was used by one respondent in relation to the chunky knee-length
boot; however, the term was not used of either of the other knee-length
styles. The term junaki (lit. ‘‘brave’’) appeared once in relation to the
riding-style boot, apparently another example of a military metaphor (like
oficerki above). The word lateks also appeared in relation to this style; the
person who used this term appears to be responding to the sheen that is
evident on the boots in the photograph.
3.2. Dr. Martens Boots
Dr. Martens boots are a special case where a particular brand of footwear
has attained the status of a cultural symbol (cf. Günther et al. 1995: 201–202;
Roach 2003). The special status of the Dr. Martens boot is reflected here in
the fact that the basic boot terms discussed in the previous section were not
the preferred terms used by the respondents for these boots. Indeed, only
four out of the twelve expressions used for this style were generic footwear
terms and the most frequent of these was used only three times. Instead,
brand-related terms were used more often. The Dr. Martens brand was widely
identified, being used by 18 respondents as noun on its own (martensy,
marteny) and by another four in compounds (glany-martensy, trapery-martensy).
However, the Dr. Martens brand was not the most frequent name given to
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this style. That position is reserved for the word trapery, used by 38
respondents on its own and by three more in compounds (glany-trapery,
trapery-martensy). It also appears, used by one respondent, in a different
form – traperki. The term trapper boots does exist in English, as an internet
search will reveal; however, it is by no means as culturally salient as the
Dr. Martens brand, and so this term appears to reflect a cultural difference
between Polish and English. The other commonly used term on the part of
the Polish respondents was glany. This is also a highly culture-specific term
and a Polish colleague – a linguistics specialist with fluent English – was
unable to suggest a straightforward translation for it. What emerged from
discussion, however, was a youth subculture (Hebidge 1979) whose distinctive
apparel involves this kind of heavy laced ankle boot along with a lot of
black leather, metal, and so on. It seems, then, that the Dr. Martens boot
has a firm place in Polish subculture, but this subculture may differ from
superficially similar ones in the UK or elsewhere, since it seems to draw
on different, culture-specific lexical items. Again, this is a case where the
cultural dimension of Meringer’s (1909) Wörter-und-Sachen approach is re-
quired for further insights.4
3.3. Contrastive Data
In terms of the head nouns chosen, it is interesting to compare the results
from the 82 Polish speakers with samples of native speakers of Russian
(N= 29) and Greek (N= 36). These groups undertook the same task as the
Polish respondents, except that the riding-style boot was not included in the
Russian questionnaire, which was the first to be administered.
In Table 7, a version of the onomasiological cue validity (Grondelaers
& Geeraerts 2003) is calculated for each style in relation to the leading head
noun used for that style. This is a measure of how readily an item or feature
set is named by a given lexical item. In relation to a corpus of texts (e.g.
product catalogues), Grondelaers and Geeraerts (2003: 75) define the measure
as follows: ‘‘Onomasiological cue validity [...] can be measured by computing
the ratio between the number of times that a lexical item is chosen as a name
for a particular (set of) referent(s), and the total corpus frequency of that
(set of) referent(s).’’
In this work, using respondent data, the onomasiological cue validity was
calculated instead as a ratio between the most preferred term for a particular
style and the total number of responses for that style. Thus, if all subjects
4 Cf. Polhemus (1994) for coverage of a number of (mostly British/American) youth subcultures
and their distinctive apparel choices.
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use the same word for the same object, it has an onomasiological cue validity
of 1, and if all subjects use different words, the onomasiological cue validity
will tend towards (though never actually reach) zero. Where gaps were left,
the total number of responses equals the actual number of responses, not the
fixed number of participants.
Looking at the figures presented, it will be seen that the highest agre-
ement is reached on the two knee-length high-heeled styles. These show
strong agreement in all three languages, though agreement in Polish is
slightly lower in both cases than in Russian or Greek. In contrast, as
alluded to above, the stiletto ankle boot has the lowest agreement, reaching
its maximum in Greek at just 0.50 and falling to 0.30 in Polish. The other
ankle boot, the elastic-sided boot, did not elicit much more agreement,
except in Greek, where it attained a ratio of 0.72. The remaining two styles
– the Dr. Martens boot and the riding-style boot – showed quite a high
degree of cross-linguistic difference. The Russian speakers showed very high
agreement in providing a head noun for the Dr. Martens boot – which,
interestingly, was not a brand- or subculture-related word – but the Greek
and Polish respondents showed much less agreement on this style. With the
riding-style boot, which the Russian respondents did not see, the Greek
speakers agreed strongly on an appropriate term, but the Polish speakers
were much more divided, as discussed above.
These figures suggest that knee-length, higher-heeled styles are readily
named in all three languages, but that ankle-length styles result in much
more variation amongst respondents. As we have seen with the riding-style
boots and Dr. Martens boots, cultural aspects can also affect the naming of
certain styles.
Table 7. Onomasiological cue validity for styles in relation to preferred head nouns
in Russian, Greek and Polish
Boots Russian Greek Polish
Stretch knee boots 0.90 1.00 0.88
Chunky knee boots 0.96 0.97 0.84
Riding-style knee boots – 0.97 0.41
Elastic-sided ankle boots 0.57 0.72 0.57
Stiletto ankle boots 0.48 0.50 0.30
Dr. Martens boots 1.00 0.39 0.52
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3.4. Modifiers
The head nouns used in responses to the stimuli were frequently modified by
adjectives or prepositional phrases. These enable the same basic head noun
to be used for quite different styles and to form the basis of analytic,
multi-word terms in place of using distinct lexical items.
The most frequent and important modifiers were modifiers of dimension,
indicating the height of the boot leg. For the knee-length styles, two
adjectives were used – wysokie and dđugie – with wysokie being somewhat
preferred. In the case of the stretch boot, 33 expressions were modified by
a dimension adjective: in the case of the chunky boot, 18 were so modified,
but with the riding-style boot only ten. For the ankle-length styles, the two
adjectives used were niskie and kro´tkie, with kro´tkie being the preferred
term. In the case of the elastic-sided boot, 26 terms carried an adjective of
dimension and in the case of the stiletto boot 13. No dimension adjective
was used in relation to the Dr. Martens boot. In a smaller number of cases,
a prepositional phrase postmodifier of dimension was used in place of an
adjective – for example, z dđuga˛ cholewka˛. Such phrases were used only
three times of the stretch boot, twice of the elastic-sided boot, and once each
of the chunky boot, the riding-style boot, and the stiletto boot.
After dimension, heel height or shape was the next most commonly
encountered kind of modifier. It was especially common in relation to the
stiletto boot. As already noted, the second most common head noun here
related to the heel. However, a further 42 of the remaining terms were also
postmodified with prepositional phrases relating to the stiletto heel, for example
na szpilkach, w szpic. Other boot styles also occasionally had a heel post-
modifier, such as w czubek, na wysokim obcasie, na plaskim obcasie and so
on. Heel modifiers were used 19 times in relation to the stretch boots, eight
times in relation to the elastic-sided boots, 15 times in relation to the chunky
knee-length boots, five times in relation to the riding-style boots, and once
in relation to the Dr. Martens boots.
In the case of the chunky knee-length boot, the strap and buckle around
the ankle also proved to be perceptually salient, in so far as it was encoded
linguistically in the responses: thirteen of the responses to this style had
prepositional phrase postmodifiers such as z klamra˛, z klamerka˛, or ze
sprza˛czka˛.
With the riding-style boot, the most common non-dimensional modifier
was me˛skie, which occurred 14 times. Since the respondents had been told
explicitly that these were all women’s shoes, this was a little surprising and
it might possibly suggest that some participants may not have fully absorbed
the instructions. Next most common was the phrase buty wojskowe (7 times),
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which continues the military metaphor introduced by the term oficerki.
Modifiers related to horse riding (do jazdy konnej; ale konnicy) occurred
only four times.
Other occasional modifiers encountered across the various styles denoted
seasons (e.g. zimowe), the gender of the wearer (e.g. damskie), and the
material (e.g. lakierki). These were all used rather rarely.
As well as having a distinct pattern of head nouns, the Dr. Martens boots
also had the lowest number of modifiers. There were only three occurrences
of modifiers here: one of gender (me˛skie again), one of heel height, and one
indicating absence of metal toecaps, which are actually not visible in the
photograph (glany bez metalowych nosko´w).
4. Conclusions
In this paper, I have examined the preferred Polish terms for a range of
women’s boot styles, based on the responses of 82 native speakers.
The word most commonly used for any kind of boot, with just one
exception, is kozaki. This prototypically refers to any knee-length style, but is
also used of ankle-length styles. Ankle-length boots may also be referred to as
kozaczki or botki, although these terms are much less common. The word
trzewiki appears to be largely obsolete, at least in regard to these referents.
Two special cases are riding boots (or boots which look like them) and
Dr. Martens boots. In the case of riding boots, the term oficerki is a common
alternative to kozaki. In the case of the Dr. Martens boots, the special terms
trapery, martensy, and glany are preferred.
The lower the leg height of a boot style, the more confusing it seems
to become for respondents in terms of finding an appropriate name. There
is also some evidence to suggest that stiletto heels may be more perceptually
salient than leg height when choosing a term: however, since there were no
control styles for these features (the stiletto boot was also the boot with the
lowest leg height), this would require further investigation.
Returning, then, to the dictionary definitions examined at the outset, we
might perhaps suggest the following as a more reliable entry for boot in
a pocket-sized bilingual English-Polish dictionary:
boot [bu:t] n kozak: ankleE˛: also (rarer) kozaczek, botek; ridingE˛: also
oficerek, but oficerski; Dr MartensE˛: traper
In a larger dictionary, more information could be given in the definition
about prototypical modifiers and relative frequencies of different terms.
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